
DUNCAN POLYTECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENT DRESS AND GROOMING CODE 

BASIC PHILOSOPHY 
The purpose of the dress code is to maintain a positive learning environment and to protect the health and 

safety of students and staff.  Dress and grooming of students which tend to obstruct or inhibit the instructional program 
shall be prohibited. 

The following dress code applies to both sexes and will be enforced consistently and fairly by all members 
of the school staff.  This applies at all times.  However, none of the following statements are to be interpreted to limit 
the Districts responsibility and obligation to enforce unique safety and health requirements (e.g., shop and food 
situations). 

Any apparel, cosmetic or jewelry, even if not specifically mentioned below, which creates a safety concern, 
shall be prohibited.  Apparel should be worn in the manner for which it was intended.  
 
1. All clothing must be neat and acceptable in appearance.  No baggy, sagging, or oversized clothing permitted.  Pants/shorts 

must fit around the waist. 
2. Clothing with lettering or drawings which depict profanity, obscenity, drugs, alcohol, or tobacco, or which degrade the 

integrity of individual groups may not be worn. 
3. Clothing with logos/mascots of professional sports is prohibited, (i.e. Raiders, Cowboys, 49ers, Dodgers, A’s, Giants, 

Kings). 
4. Any clothing depicting Dogs such as Fresno State Bulldogs and Georgetown Hoyas are not acceptable. 
5. Torn, distressed, holes, frayed or radically altered clothing, jeans, jackets, etc. are not allowed. 
6. See-through clothing that exposes undergarments are not acceptable. Straps on blouses or tops are to be at least two (2) 

inches wide. 
7. Underwear-type sleeveless shirts, tank tops, tube tops or halter-tops are not allowed.  Tops must completely cover the 

midriff area. 
8. Dresses, shirts, and shorts must be no more than 4 inches above the knee. 
9. Gang-related symbols or insignias or “colors” (red or blue when it is the predominant color of an article of clothing) are 

not to be worn or displayed 
10. Bandannas of any color are not allowed. 
11. Attire, which may be used as a weapon, may not be worn (i.e. steel-toed boots, chains, items with spikes or studs). 
12. Hats/caps/beanies allowed to be worn on campus include: Duncan High School insignia, solid color, non-professional 

sports logos, ie. Nike, Nintendo, etc.  These hats/caps/beanies will be worn outside only and bill forward. 
13. All sandals must have a permanent back-strap attached and in place securing the foot. No flip flops allowed.  
14. Earrings are to be worn in ears only.  No face, eye, lip or nose piercings allowed. 
15. Work Wear Wednesday is specified as a uniform day with a specific dress code for each academy MASH and IDATA.   

• MASH 
o Work Wear shirt specific to grade and pathway/academy must be worn in all classes the entire school day. 

Rehabilitation Therapy shirts must be tucked into pants and Pharmacy Technician jackets must be fully zipped 
up in all classes the entire school day.  

o All MASH students must wear proper pants (black scrub pants for medical students and khakis/chinos/slacks 
for Rehabilitation Therapy and Pharmacy Technician- NO JEANS or SHORTS) 

o Students must follow all expectations from their teachers (example- shoes, hairdos, etc.) 
• IDATA 

o Work Wear shirt specific to grade and pathway/academy must be worn buttoned/snapped and tucked into the 
pants and be worn in all classes the entire school day. 

o Long pants must be worn, no short pants, sweatpants, or joggers 
o Closed toe shoes must be worn 

*This dress code is subject to annual review by Duncan’s School Site Council 


